New from Achieve3000® for 2014-2015

Curriculum Planning Tools:
lesson planning made easy.
Start with a schedule of lessons customized to your state standards.
Ensure your students have the literacy and content area
knowledge and skills they need to be successful using
Achieve3000’s standards-aligned courses, automatically
provisioned to each class based on your state and grade level.

Students start off the school year with a curriculum that is
customized for their state and grade. Each week features two
grade-specific science or social studies-focused lessons, one
current events news lesson, and one weekend article.

Customize your lesson schedule even further—one day, week, month,
or semester at a time, or for your entire academic year.
Use the SEARCH FOR MORE LESSONS panel within your lesson
planning page to choose from thousands of additional lessons
to further customize your curriculum. Easily drag lessons over
from the SEARCH FOR MORE LESSONS panel and drop them
into your schedule where appropriate. Navigate between five
views—List, Day, Week, Month, and Year (Year view coming
later in the fall)—to easily plan and view your entire curriculum.
Need a synopsis of your day? Just hit the Day button to see all
lessons scheduled. Need to replace all Economics lessons with
Citizenship lessons? Use the Year view to remove all Economics
lessons with a single click, and use the SEARCH FOR MORE
LESSONS panel to add in the new Citizenship lessons.
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By popular demand, teachers and administrators can search
for lessons in the context of the My Lessons page. When
lessons are added in any of the views, they will display in all
views, as well as on the homepage and in email for students.

Scheduled content is easy to remove. Simply select
one or more lessons, subtopics or topics and click the
corresponding “remove” link.

The new calendar views allow teachers and administrators to
easily move lessons around by simply grabbing lesson boxes
and dragging and dropping them elsewhere on the schedule.

Collaborate with other teachers and administrators across the content
areas to meet your instructional goals.
Use the “Other classes with this lesson assigned” section of
the lesson details pop-up to see whether other classes in your
school have the same lesson assigned. This allows you to
coordinate with other teachers in your building in order to use
Achieve3000 more effectively. For example, schedule the lesson
at the same time in two classes, and ask the social studies
teacher to focus on the social studies components of the lesson
and the English language arts/literacy teacher to focus on the
reading strategy. Or remove the lesson from your schedule
altogether to avoid overlap and add a new lesson in from the
SEARCH FOR MORE LESSONS panel. Coordinating with other
teachers in your building is a snap.
The “Other classes with this lesson assigned” section of the lesson details
pop-up shows any classes in your school that have the same lesson assigned
to any students in your class, making it easy to collaborate with other teachers
and administrators to meet your instructional goals.

With Achieve3000’s new, automatically-provisioned standards-aligned courses, as well as robust curriculum planning tools
that allow you to customize your lesson schedule and collaborate with other teachers and administrators, meeting your
instructional goals has never been easier.
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